Quantitative analysis of transcript variants of CHM gene containing LTR12C element in humans.
Choroideremia (CHM) is essential for the posttranslational activation of retina-specific Rab protein. Transcript variants (a and b) of the CHM gene were detected in human cancer cells and tissues. Sequence analysis of the both variants found that isoform b is caused by an LTR12C element offering an alternative splicing site within the CHM gene. We performed real-time RT-PCR analysis to study expression levels of the CHM transcript variants in tumor and adjacent normal tissue samples. Our results showed that CHM isoform b was highly expressed in tumor tissues but its expression levels were relatively low in those of adjacent normal tissues including colon, testis, and lung. In addition, high expression levels of CHM isoform b were detected in the cancer cell lines of colon and lung, and colon cancer patient tissues. Thus, we suggest that expression levels of alternative transcripts of the CHM gene could be used as a molecular marker system to identify human cancers.